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ASSISTANT MANAGER
MENTOR THE TEAM
This well established, professional firm has developed a
reputation for service excellence, objectivity and provision
of clear and practical advice. KPMG are looking for a highly
motivated Assistant Manager to join their dynamic and
professional team.
You’ll be CA qualified and use your accounting, tax
compliance skills and experiences to manage complex
engagements and client relationships.
You’ll coach and mentor your team and assist Managers
with the requirements and goals of the practice.
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Contact Beccy Partridge at
beccy.partridge@hays.com.au
or 08 8943 6000.

hays.com.au

HEAVY DIESEL FITTERS
SUPPORT PRODUCTION

INTERNAL SALES
ADVISE CUSTOMERS

Hays Trades & Labour are recruiting Heavy Diesel Fitters
for a number of clients across the NT. Along with a suitable
amount of post qualification experience, you’ll have worked
with heavy earth moving equipment with an emphasis on
fault finding and breakdowns.

As a leading Australian manufacturer of metal building
products, this client believes that good advice and service
are just as important as their products. They need an
Internal Sales person with a strong customer focus.

Along with your relevant trade papers, you’ll ideally hold a
current HR License and have an on-going commitment to
safety in the work place.
Both FIFO and metro work is available on a temp to perm
basis which are subject to the
successful completion of a
pre-employment medical.
Contact Allison McAdam at
allison.mcadam@hays.com.au
or 08 8943 6000.
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You’ll respond to calls and emails, enter data and produce
works orders, liaise with suppliers and customers and
provide quotes on work to be completed.
You’ll have strong analytical and problem solving skills,
be a team player and customer focused. Your willingness
to learn, experience
using PRONTO and trade
background will be highly
advantageous. Full training
provided.
Contact Jodie Williamson at
jwill@hays.com.au
or 08 8943 6000.
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